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Toolkit for Transfer Pricing Risk Assessment in the African Mining Industry STRUCTURE OF THE TOOLKIT The toolkit is divided into four sections,
mirroring the issues outlined above: marketing arrangements, intercompany debt, procurement services and management services Each section
begins with an information checklist that details all the
PUBLIC CONSULTATION: DRAFT HANDBOOK ON …
The new Draft Handbook on Transfer Pricing Risk Assessment, produced by the Steering Committee of the OECD Global Forum on Transfer Pricing,
is a detailed, practical resource that countries can follow in developing their own risk assessment approaches …
The Platform for Collaboration on Tax - OECD.org - OECD
The Platform for Collaboration on Tax DISCUSSION DRAFT: A Toolkit for Addressing Difficulties in Accessing Comparables Data for Transfer Pricing
Analyses Feedback period 24 January 2017to 21 February 2017 International Monetary Fund (IMF) Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) United Nations (UN) World Bank Group (WBG)
US IRS publishes new guide on transfer pricing examinations
(LEP) (Publication 5125) The Transfer Pricing Examination Process (TPEP) supplants the Transfer Pricing Audit Roadmap (Roadmap), a 2014 toolkit
designed to provide IRS examiners with audit techniques, advice, links and reference materials that may be helpful in planning, executing and
resolving transfer pricing examinations
Public Disclosure Authorized A Briefing Note Transfer Pricing
Transfer Pricing in Mining with a Focus on Africa Summarized by Pietro Guj, Stephanie Martin This reference guide also represents a mining-specific
complement to a general TP toolkit entitled ‘Transfer Pricing and Developing Economies’ compiled by the WBG Global Tax Team Given the risk to
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revenue, it is vital that tax
TRANSFER PRICING EXAMINATION PROCESS
IRM 461338 - Initial Transfer Pricing Risk Assessment Interim Guidance on Mandatory Issue Team Consultations with APMA for Examination of
Transfer Pricing Issues Involving Treaty Countries Instructions for LB&I Examination Consultations with APMA United States Income Tax Treaties A to Z APMA Program Contact Information 3
OECD, UN, IMF and World Bank issue toolkit for addressing ...
the indirect transfer of assets, transfer pricing documentation, tax treaty negotiation capacity, base eroding payments, supply chain management,
and BEPS risk assessment Its most recent toolkit is titled A Toolkit for Addressing Difficulties in Accessing Comparables Data for Transfer Pricing
Analyses and includes a supplementary report on
BIAC Response - Platform for Collaboration - TP Comparables
should only be applied to high-risk issues and not used as a means for arbitrary collection However, we do not consider that anti avoidance is an
appropriate topic for a toolkit discussing transfer pricing comparables (which appears to be recognised in the Toolkit itself;
Practical Value Chain Analysis - NERA
* This section of the presentation is inspired by the article “Understanding Risk in the Enterprise: The Key to Transfer Pricing for Today’ s Business
Models,” by Pim Fris, Sébastien Gonnet and Ralph Meghames, International Transfer Pricing Journal, November/December 2014
UN updates its Practical Manual on Transfer Pricing for ...
Transfer Pricing for Developing Countries April 24, 2017 In brief On April 7, the UN released the second edition of its Practical Manual on Transfer
Pricing for Developing Countries Like its 2013 predecessor, this revised edition provides detailed guidance on application of the limiting the risk of
shifting of taxable profits
Ready, Steady, Sign The SAO Toolkit - Deloitte
Ready, Steady, Sign The SAO Toolkit 1 Click to navigate to: How have companies responded to SAO? Common areas of risk If you do nothing else
before submitting the certificate … The SAO certificate – What you may wish to include and how much to disclose Beyond year one – Ongoing
monitoring and assurance Getting the documentation right
LB&I International Practice Service Process Unit – Overview
the Planning Phase outlined in the Transfer Pricing Roadmap under Pre Examination analysis The roadmap is a comprehensive toolkit outlining the
audit steps all examiners should use during the Planning, Execution and Resolution phases of their examination The roadmap is not intended as a
template, every transfer pricing case is unique, the
How Can a Medium-Sized Bank Develop Its Own Asset ...
risk exposure and techniques of hedging and managing exposure in the daily activity This book does not contain the Value at Risk (VaR) methodology
for measuring interest rate and liquidity risk exposure in the banking book, but aims to give practical advice to managers of small and medium-sized
banks so that they can develop a sound
Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax ...
Risk Assessment and Transfer Pricing Audits (Attachment F) and the Platform for Collaboration on Tax Toolkit on Comparability1 and, where useful,
adding references to draw upon the practical
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OECD continues BEPS implementation, amends Transfer ...
4 Toolkit on Transfer Pricing Documentation (October 2016) 5 Toolkit on Tax Treaty Negotiations (December 2016) 6 Toolkit on Base Eroding
Payments (June 2017) 7 Toolkit on Supply Chain Management (March 2018) 8 Toolkit on BEPS Risk Assessment There is a clear understanding by
businesses and a growing number of more developed tax
Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax ...
such as (viii) transfer pricing documentation, (ix) audits and risk assessment, (x) dispute avoidance and resolution and (xi) establishing and the
Discussion Draft presenting A Toolkit for
Knowing the Issues | Identifying Transfer Pricing Risk ...
•Financial transaction transfer pricing specialist IBFD and Maastricht University transfer pricing lecturer Rachit Agarwal
rachitagarwal@dlapipercom • Practiced with corporate finance and valuation US firm and Big 4 US and Netherlands economist teams Transfer
Pricing Lecturer at Universite de Lausanne Trained tax authorities on risk
Advance Pricing Agreement Frequently Asked Questions
1 What is an Advance Pricing Agreement (APA)? An APA is an agreement between a tax payer and tax authority determining the transfer pricing
methodology for pricing the tax payer’s international transactions for future years The methodology is to be applied for …
White Paper on Revenue Risk Sharing for Public-Private ...
to manage risk at lowest costs Revenue risk inherently difficult to manage for both parties Public agency possibly somewhat better positioned to
accept revenue risk as it has (some) control over regional development If revenue risk is transferred, Developer will either price risk (possibly
inefficient risk pricing) or may decide not to bid
7 November 2019 1818 H Street, NW
Generally, the Draft Toolkit addresses all the main considerations an effective transfer pricing documentation regulatory system requires Coherence
and coordination of the Draft Toolkit’s approach with Action 13 of the OECD’s base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) project’s transfer pricing
documentation standards is critical, however
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